First breath of new life for Gino
by Robert Quintal
Montreal Daily News

GINO GASSE has been given a new lease on
life.
The 27-year-old Val d'Or accountant was listed
in fair condition at Montreal General Hospital
late yesterday, following double-lung transplant
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The father of three, who has suffered from
chronic emphysema all his life, had waited in
Montreal General's intensive care unit for the last
month while doctors searched for a donor.

Authorities at the hospital said the new lungs
came from a 33-year-old Quebec woman who died
suddenly Friday.

"The wait is at least over," said Martine Lap-

of the couple's
three tots.
Gasse's mother, Huguette Vall6e, also expressed her relief yesterday.
lante, Gasse's wife and mother
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General's cardio-thoracic surgeon

Shennib and a team of'13 specialists, marked the
hrst time in Quebec that doctors transplanted two
lungs without also transplanting a new heart.
Until recently, the only available operation for
patients such as Gasse was a heart-lung transplant. The innovative technique used by Montreal
General surgeons avoids the unnecessary removal
of a healthy heart.
The operation came in the nick of time for

'The wait is over'
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surgery over the weekend.
The operation lasted more than l0 hours.
The intricate procedure, performed by Montre-

can hardly wait to hold him

in my arms,"

she said.

The next four weeks will be critical for Gasse,
who must recover from the taxing operation and
get used to his new lungs.

Dr. Shennib noted his patient has a 65 per cent
chance of making it through the next two years.
The 37-year-old surgeon, who trained at Toronto General Hospital, stressed those were much
better odds than ifhe did not have the transplant.
He said Gasse would have undoubtedly died
had he been forced to wait much longer.

A month ago, Gasse was near death, and praying for new lung

